"We have seen all over the world that cities that put people before cars help to create places that are vibrant and people-friendly, much more enjoyable for people to hang around in.

"In Singapore, faced with our land constraints and a growing population, we know it’s not possible and not sustainable to keep building more roads for more cars. This will lead to pressure for more infrastructure like highways and carparks that will leave less space for people to enjoy good quality public life.

"It’s important for us to look at other modes of mobility so that we can rely less on private cars, and continue to grow as a city while maintaining a good quality of life."
— Chou Mei, Group Director, Conservation and Urban Design, Urban Redevelopment Authority

The ways in which people move around Singapore are about to undergo transformational change — this was the consensus at CLC’s Car-Lite Urban Mobility panel on 28 November.

New directions in urban mobility, from walking, cycling and greater public transport coverage, are well in motion. “These three initiatives — walk, cycle and ride — are our priorities and that’s very clear to us,” said Kenneth Wong, the Land Transport Authority’s Director for Local Planning.

Noting that travel demand is forecast to increase by 50% by 2030, Wong added: “We all know it’s not sustainable to meet this demand via road expansion. With demographic changes and an elderly population, there’s an emphasis on safer roads and safer streets. We aspire to create a culture where everybody actively walks, cycles and rides public transport, and creating a safe, inclusive environment for all.”
Initiatives that have been launched include locating jobs closer to homes and infrastructure to encourage walking and cycling, a substantial expansion of Mass Rapid Transit lines, managing vehicle growth rates and planning for car-lite towns.

A key driver of reducing societal reliance on cars is the freeing up of valuable land for public spaces and more engaged communities, alongside environmental and sustainability imperatives.

“Fundamentally, it’s about a better connection with the adjacent land uses, whether they be residential, commercial or retail...[as well as] an urban environment conducive for people to interact, engage and create meaning in their communities,” said Scott Dunn, Vice President of AECOM, an engineering and consulting firm for infrastructure projects.

Streets that are not clogged up with cars also benefit the private sector. Markham Shaw, Chairman of the Orchard Road Business Association, said: “Developing a car-lite country and modern urban logistics...would take vehicle pressure off the streets and give them back to the people. A happier population means that people will spend more money. In cities that have gone car-lite or have car-free centres, real estate prices in those areas have increased significantly.”

Beyond providing the necessary infrastructure for these initiatives however, the panellists agreed that a mindset change in society and education is vital.

“It’s about understanding the transport needs and challenges that vulnerable users of public spaces (including children and the elderly) face,” said Mizah Rahman, Director of Participate in Design, a non-profit organisation focusing on community-owned spaces and solutions. “We need to have them in the conversation in the planning of our public spaces.”

Through the medium of games and workshops, Participate in Design brings together children, parents and educators to explore topics such as road safety, urban planning and reducing reliance on cars.

Social norms, including formal office attire that may discourage people from cycling to work, may evolve in the years to come. “I’ve been thinking about the way we dress — do we need to be in long-sleeved attire all the time?” asked the LTA’s Wong.
“As the cycling culture grows, we may be dressed in polo t-shirts or something else that facilitates cycling. We could go for meetings and nobody’s ashamed to be in different attire.”

The panel closed with a series of quick-win solutions for car-lite urban mobility. These included education and spreading the active mobility message among the young, the pedestrianisation of major thoroughfares such as Orchard Road, more car-free pilots to demonstrate positive change, as well as building quickly upon successes.
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